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Abstract
We prove three new undecidability results for computational mechanisms over 3nite trees:
There is a linear, ultra-shallow, noetherian and strongly con6uent rewrite system R such that
the ∃∗∀∗-fragment of the 3rst-order theory of one-step-rewriting by R is undecidable; the empti-
ness problem for tree automata with equality tests between cousins is undecidable; and the
∃∗∀∗-fragment of the 3rst-order theory of set constraints with the union operator is undecidable.
The common feature of these three computational mechanisms is that they allow us to describe
the set of 3rst-order terms that represent grids. We extend our representation of grids by terms to
a representation of linear two-dimensional patterns by linear terms, which allows us to transfer
classical techniques on the grid to terms and thus to obtain our undecidability results. c© 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Term rewriting; Tree automata; Decidable and undecidable theories; Grid structure;
Set constraints
1. Introduction
The grid structure provides convenient means for encoding computation sequences
of Turing machines. A classical encoding of the computation of a Turing machine
can be achieved just with a local matching on a grid, where, roughly speaking, row
i contains a description of the tape at time i, and column j contains the values of
cell j of the tape during the computation. Only local tests are necessary to verify that
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successive rows in the grid correspond to successive tapes in a successful computation
of the machine.
In its in3nitary version (i.e. Z×Z), the grid has been used, for instance, to obtain
undecidability results for monadic second order theories [29, 24, 11, 18, 19]. The reader
is referred to BKorger et al. book [4] for further reading on tiling, dominoes, grids and
(un)decidability.
In this paper we prove undecidability results for computational mechanisms over
9nite terms. Turing computations are encoded in the so-called grid-terms. Roughly
speaking, a grid-term is a term representation of a grid structure. Basically, it must
ful3ll a translation of the grid property: from any cell, going 3rst up and then right
gives the same cell than going 3rst right and then up.
Hence, the common approach for the results we prove here is the following. In any
computational mechanism we investigate, we have to express two properties: that a
term is a grid-term, and that the grid encodes a computation of a Turing machine.
Since the latter can be done using local tests only, usual techniques in rewriting theory
or tree automata theory can be used to exclude certain “forbidden patterns”.
Using these techniques we prove that the following problems are undecidable:
• There is a linear, ultra-shallow, Noetherian and strongly con6uent rewrite system for
which the ∃∗∀∗-fragment of the theory of one-step rewriting is undecidable.
• The emptiness problem in the class of tree automata with equality tests between
cousins is undecidable.
• The ∃∗∀∗-fragment of the 3rst-order theory of set constraints is undecidable.
1.1. One-step rewriting
The theory of one-step rewriting for given rewrite systems R1; : : : ; Rp and signature 	
is the 3rst-order theory of the following structure: its universe consists of all 	-ground
terms, and its only predicates are the relation “x rewrites to y in one step by Ri”.
In [30] it has been shown that the ∃∗∀∗-fragment of this theory is undecidable. This
result has been re3ned to the ∃∗∀∗-fragment for the class of linear rewrite systems in
[31], to the ∃∗∀∗-fragment for the class of right ground and for the class of linear
Noetherian rewrite systems in [20] and to the ∃∗∀∗∃∗-fragment for the class of linear
Noetherian rewrite systems in [32, 33].
In this paper we restrict the class of rewrite systems for which the theory of one-
step rewriting is undecidable to the class of linear, ultra-shallow and convergent term
rewriting system, a rule being ultra-shallow if variables occur at depth one. This un-
decidability result is surprising in the light of the decidability result for the 3rst-order
theory of the quotient algebra T==E when  is a 3nite signature and E a 3nite set
of shallow equations [10]. Hence, for any shallow rewriting system, the theory of the
symmetric transitive closure of the one-step rewriting relation is decidable.
Decidability of the positive existential fragment has been shown in [22], for any
rewrite system. In [6], it is proved that the existential fragment of one-step rewrit-
ing is decidable for ultra-shallow rewrite systems. Hence crossing the border between
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decidability and undecidability just consists in adding universal quanti3ers, leading to
a formula with one quanti3er alternation.
A part of the construction we use in this paper for checking some properties of
terms is very similar to the one used by Vorobyov in [32].
1.2. Tree automata with equality tests
Tree automata with equality tests have been introduced by Dauchet and Mongy to
tackle non-linearity problems in various 3elds such as rewriting, program approxima-
tion, and partial evaluation [21]. On the one hand, the class of languages recognized
by tree automata with equality tests is closed under non-linear morphisms and classical
boolean operations, on the other hand, when unrestricted equalities are allowed the
emptiness property for these acceptors is undecidable. This negative result stems from
the fact that equalities can be propagated in a term as far as desired using transitivity
of the equality and repeated application of non-linear rules. In [21], the authors en-
code the Post correspondence problem using overlapping equalities between subterms
at diOerent depth.
When only equalities between direct subterms (brothers) are allowed it is not possible
to overlap equalities, and Bogaert and Tison have shown that in this case the emptiness
problem is decidable [3].
Closely related, Caron et al. [5] have de3ned encompassment automata, that is au-
tomata with equality tests which can handle a bounded number of equalities along
each path of a tree and between brothers in an unrestricted way. They generalized the
result of [3] in showing that the emptiness problem is decidable for encompassment
automata.
Consequently, one could hope to keep decidability while testing equalities (and in-
equalities) at the same depth. However, we prove in this paper that the emptiness
problem for Tree Automata with equality tests between First Cousins – Tra3c-automata
– is undecidable.
As a consequence, we also prove that it is undecidable whether a language recogniz-
able by Tra3c automaton is regular, that is recognizable by some 3nite tree automaton.
1.3. Set constraints
Set constraints are relationships between sets of terms of a Herbrand Universe. Be-
cause of their expressive power and their naturalness, they have been used in program
analysis [14, 16]. The main idea is to associate with a program variable an approxi-
mation of the set of its possible values. Set constraints have also enriched (constraint)
logic programming languages, in order to compute with sets [17].
Relations between automata and set constraints have been 3rst pointed out by Heintze
and JaOar in [15]: the case of set constraints between sets of words can be treated using
a translation into monadic second-order logic of k successors, i.e. Rabin tree automata
[23]. In [13] this approach is reused and a new class of tree automata which can handle
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the case of set (of terms) constraints is de3ned. As an advantage, tree automata provide
for decision algorithms and closure properties [12].
In a more general way, we can examine the satis3ability problem for formulas of the
3rst-order theory based on set constraints denoted by TSC. Terms are built using set
variables and function symbols. An atomic set constraint is of the form t⊆ t′ where
t; t′ are terms. An interpretation I of a set constraint maps each variable of X into a
subset of ground terms. Set operators as ∪ (union), ∩ (intersection), ∼ (complement)
can enrich the language.
The theory TSC is undecidable because of the undecidability of the monadic second
order theory of trees [27], while the existential fragment of this theory with the set
operators ∪;∩; ˜ is decidable [13, 8, 1]. In [26], the undecidability result is re3ned to the
∃∗∀∗∃∗-fragment of the theory. In this paper we show that the satis3ability problem
for formulas of the ∃∗∀∗-fragment is undecidable as soon as the union set operator is
allowed. Recently, Talbot and Charatonik have independently improved this result by
removing the union operator [28, 7].
The undecidability result for set constraints is interesting regarding the class of au-
tomata de3ned in [13]. In [13], a class of languages recognizable w.r.t. a new kind of
automata – GTSA (for Generalized Tree Set Automata) is introduced and is proved to
be closed under projection (i.e. existential quanti3cation) but not closed under comple-
ment (i.e. negation). The class of GTSA-recognizable languages contains the existential
fragment of TSC. Hence, the result stated in this paper shows that it is not possible to
design a class of automata with “good” properties, i.e. for which the emptiness prob-
lem is decidable, closed by complement and projection, which recognize the existential
fragment of TSC (hence, the set of solutions of systems of set constraints).
For convenience, the grid encoding is given with a signature that contains one ternary
letter. One ternary letter avoids introducing many binary ones and simpli3es proofs,
essentially for the rewrite system presented in Section 4. All the results in this paper
also hold with a similar encoding but restricted to only binary letters and constants
(see Remark 6 for a simple explanation). Of course, the situation changes when the
signature contains only constants and unary function symbols: the emptiness problem
of automata with equality tests, the theory of one-step rewriting and the 3rst-order
theory of set reduce to WS2S and are hence decidable.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we explain how local grid-patterns
can be used in order to describe computation sequences of a Turing machine and we
introduce grid-terms. The encoding of the halting problem is then presented in Section 4
for rewrite systems and Section 5 for tree automata. Finally, the undecidability result
for set constraints is given in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
An alphabet  is ranked if =
⋃
nn where each m is a 3nite set and n 
= ∅
only for a 3nite number of n’s. Elements of n are said to be of arity n. Elements
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of arity 0; 1; : : : ; n are, respectively, called constants, unary, : : : ; n-ary symbols. In
the following, f=n will denote an element of n. A ranked alphabet is also called a
signature.
We assume that  contains at least one constant. Let X be a set of variables and
let N∗ denote the set of 3nite-length strings over N.
A term (considered here as a labelled tree) over ∪X is a partial function t :N∗
→∪X with domain Pos(t) satisfying the following properties:
• Pos(t) is nonempty and pre3x-closed.
• If t()∈n, then {i|i∈Pos(t)}= {0; 1; : : : ; n− 1}.
• If t()∈X, then {i|i∈Pos(t)}= ∅.
The set of all terms (or trees) is denoted by T(X). If X= ∅ then T(X) is also
written as T and terms of T are said ground. Each element of Pos(t) is called a
position. Two positions p1; p2 of Pos(t) are said comparable if there exists p such that
p1 =pp2 or p2 =pp1, otherwise they are said incomparable or parallel. If p1 =p2p
then p2 is a pre3x of p1 and we write p2 E p1.
Let t ∈T(X). We denote by Var(t) the set of variables which occur in t, by t | p
the subterm of t rooted at position p and by t(p) the label of t at position p. We
write head(t) for t(), that is the root symbol of t.
A term t ∈T(X) is said linear if every variable occurs at most once in t. Let m∈N
and Xm denoting the set of variables {x1; : : : ; xm}. If t is a linear term of T(X)m, then
t[t1; : : : ; tm] denotes the term obtained by replacing each variable xi by a term ti. If
m=1, t is called a context.
A substitution  is a mapping from X into T(X) which diOers from the identity for
a 3nite number of variables only. We extend a substitution  to T(X) in the following
way:
∀f∈n;∀t1; : : : ; tn ∈T(X); (f(t1; : : : ; tn))=f((t1); : : : ; (tn)):
A term t ∈T(X) is called an instance of a term s∈T(X) if there exists a substi-
tution  such that (s)= t. The instance t is said ground if t is ground.
Finally a term u∈T(X) matches t if there exists a substitution  such that (u) is
a subterm of t.
3. Turing machine computations and grids
In this section we develop the tool that we are going to use for proving our main
results. All undecidability results will be obtained by reduction of halting problems of
Turing machines (either for a Turing-complete class of machines on the empty tape,
or for a universal machine on an arbitrary tape). Turing machine computations will
be represented on 3nite grids where the cells hold state symbols or tape symbols of a
Turing machine.
We start by establishing a representation of 3nite grids by a special class of terms
called grid-terms. Then, we show how two-dimensional patterns on a 3nite grid
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Fig. 1. A grid g.
translate to term-patterns on grid-terms. Finally we summarize the two-dimensional
patterns that characterize the grids holding a Turing machine computation. Together
with the correspondence between grids and grid-terms (and there respective notions of
patterns) this will yield a representation of Turing machine computations by grid-terms.
3.1. Grids and grid-terms
We think of a grid as set of cells (u; v) where u is the row, v the column and where
the origin (0; 0) is the lower left corner.
Grids are used to encode computation sequences of Turing machines: row i of a
grid contains a description of the tape at time i, and column j contains the values of
cell j of the tape during the computation.
Note that an assumption like “a pattern matches the grid” can be seen as a “local”
property (it suSces to have one position in the grid where the pattern matches) while
an assumption “a pattern does not match a grid” expresses a global property of the
grid, since at all positions of the grid the pattern must not match. The property that
all rows of the grid must be obtained from their predecessor by a computation of a
Turing machine is of global nature, hence we can only express it by saying that some
patterns do not match. There is, however, one diSculty: With assertions that some
patterns do not match we can, a priori, not exclude that lines are truncated. The trick
is to guarantee, as an additional condition, that the rows strictly grow in length, which
guarantees that all rows are long enough to hold the complete con3guration (since the
length of a con3guration can only grow by one symbol a time).
Hence, the domain of a grid is left- and downward-closed, and the length of the
rows is strictly increasing until the last row is reached (De3nition 1 and Fig. 1).
Denition 1 (Grid). Let  be a 3nite set of symbols. A  -grid is a function g :Dg → 
where Dg is a 3nite subset of N×N with the following properties:
• ∀u; v : (u+ 1; v)∈Dg ⇒ (u; v)∈Dg;
• ∀u; v : (u; v+ 1)∈Dg ⇒ (u; v)∈Dg;
• ∀u; v : (u; v)∈Dg ⇒ (u+ 1; v+ 1)∈Dg provided there exists w with (u+ 1; w)∈Dg.
Denition 2 (Grid-term). Let  be a set of symbols. A ground term t over some
signature containing at least the symbols of  as constants, the constant ⊥ and the
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ternary function symbol f, is called a  -grid-term if
1.
t ∈T ( ∪{⊥; f}); (PURITY)
2. For each subterm f(x; y; z):
x=⊥ or head(x)=f (EDGE-1);
y=⊥ or head(y)=f (EDGE-2);
z ∈ (CONSTANTS):
3. For each subterm f(f(x1; y1; z1); f(x2; y2; z2); z3):
y1 = x2 (EQUALITY):
4. For each subterm f(f(x1; y1; z1); y2; z2)
head(y1)=f (SHAPE-1):
5. For each subterm f(x1; f(f(x2; y2; z2); y3; z3); z1)
head(x1)=f (SHAPE-2):
Every  -grid-term can be seen as a grid and conversely. In fact, in a grid-term t, the
last argument of an f-term is the contents of a cell, the 3rst argument is the upper
neighbour, and the second argument is the neighbour to the right. The “end” of the
grid (on a row or on a column) corresponds to a leaf ⊥ of t. The last three conditions
need some explanations:
Condition EQUALITY states that by going one step up and then one step to the right one
gets the same description than by 3rst going one step to the right and then one step up.
Condition SHAPE-1 states that when there is a description of the upper neighbour of some
cell, then there is also a description of the upper right neighbour. Consequently, each
(i+1)th row is strictly longer than the ith row. Finally, condition SHAPE-2 states that if
a cell has an upper-right neighbour then it has an upper neighbour, too. Consequently,
all rows start at the same position (see Fig. 2).
The following de3nition makes this correspondence between grids and grid-terms
precise. First we de3ne, for any grid g, the sub-grids ↑ g and → g obtained by chopping
oO the 3rst row, resp. the 3rst column of g:
Denition 3. Let g be a grid with a non-empty domain. The upper and right sub-grids
↑ g and → g are de3ned as follows:
D↑g= {(n; m) | (n+ 1; m)∈Dg};
↑ g(n; m)= g(n+ 1; m);
D→g= {(n; m) | (n; m+ 1)∈Dg};
→ g(n; m)= g(n; m+ 1):
The translation from grids to grid-terms is now:
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Fig. 2. A grid g and its corresponding grid-term $(g).
Denition 4. The function $, mapping  -grids to  -grid-terms, is de3ned as follows:
$(g)=
{⊥ if Dg= ∅;
f($(↑g); $(→g); g(0; 0)) if g 
= ∅:
Lemma 5. $ is a bijection between the set of  -grids and the set of  -grid-terms.
Proof. Conditions PURITY, EDGE-1, EDGE-2, CONSTANTS and EQUALITY of De3nition 2
are straightforward to prove. Condition SHAPE-1 corresponds to the third condition of
De3nition 1 and condition SHAPE-2 corresponds to the pre3x closeness condition of
 -grid.
Remark 6. Since the third argument of each f is a constant c, one can encode c in
f in order to obtain a binary symbols fc. Hence the grid encoding can be done by
introducing only binary symbols and constants. But proof are simpler with the ternary
symbol f.
3.2. Patterns in grids and in grid-terms
A  -grid-pattern is a rectangle of cells that holds symbols of  . More precisely:
Denition 7. A  -grid-pattern is a function p :Dp → where Dp is a 3nite subset
of N×N of the form {0; : : : ; n}×{0; : : : ; m} (including the case of an empty domain
Dp).
Denition 8 (Matching of a grid-pattern). A  -grid pattern p matches a  -grid g if
there is a pair of natural numbers (n0; m0) such that
• if (i; j)∈Dp then (n0 + i; m0 + j)∈Dg and
• if (i; j)∈Dp then p(i; j)= g(n0 + i; m0 + j).
We can now translate grid-patterns to linear terms with variables. The chopping oper-
ators ↑ and → are de3ned on patterns analogously to grids. We use the same symbol
$ as for the translation of grids (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Patterns are linear terms.
Denition 9. The translation of  -grid-patterns into terms is de3ned by
$(p)=
{
newvar if Dp= ∅;
f($(↑p); $(→p); p(0; 0)) if Dp 
= ∅;
where every occurrence of newvar stands for a fresh variable.
We recall that a linear term & matches a term t if there exists a substitution  such
that (&) is a subterm of t.
Lemma 10. A  -grid-pattern p matches a  -grid g if and only if $(p) matches $(g).
Proof. From Lemma 5.
3.3. Turing machine computations and grids
For the rest of the paper we 3x an instance of a restricted class of Turing machines.
Let T =(Q; {a; b}; {a; b; }; I; qs; ; {qf}) be a deterministic Turing machine where
• Q= {q1; : : : ; qk} is the set of states,
• {a; b} is the input alphabet,
• {a; b; } is the tape alphabet,
• I :Q×→Q××{L; 0; R} is a partial transition function,
• qs is the initial state,
• is the blank symbol and
• qf is the unique 3nal state
and such that
• the symbol is never written on the tape (hence, can never occur in a con3guration
to the left of the head),
• qs does not occur in the right-hand side of rules and
• qf does not occur in the left-hand sides of the rules.
The signature 	 as well as several other entities to be constructed during the proof
depend on the Turing machine T . For the sake of brevity we do not mention the index
T which strictly speaking is in order here.
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We write a con3guration of the Turing machine as a string called instantaneous
description. As usual, the con3guration is noted by concatenating the part of the tape
left to the head, the state, and the part of the tape starting at the head position (such
that the tape symbol seen by the head is written to the immediate right of the state).
For technical reasons, the symbols on the left half of the tape will always be indexed
with l, while the symbols on the right half will be indexed with r.
Denition 11 (TMConstants). We de3ne the following sets of constants:
LeftChars := {al; bl};
RightChars := {ar; br; r};
States := {q1; : : : ; qk};
TMConstants :=LeftChars∪RightChars∪States:
Hence, each instantaneous description is a word over the alphabet TMConstants
(but not vice versa), and each computation is a 3nite sequence of elements from
TMConstants∗.
A computation of T is successful if the 3rst, respectively the last, instantaneous
description of the computation contains qs, respectively qf. We use the two following
well-known facts:
• The following problem is undecidable: Given a Turing machine T from the class
de3ned above, is there a successful computation for T starting with the blank tape?
• There is a Turing machine U from the class de3ned above such that the following
problem is undecidable: Given a natural number m, is there a successful computation
of U starting with the tape consisting of 2m-times the symbol a?
A computation sequence of a Turing machine can be arranged as a TMConstants-grid
by writing down the instantaneous descriptions on successive rows, starting with the
initial con3guration on row 0 (we probably must pad r-symbols at the right end of
rows to let the rows of the grid grow in length). Of course, not every TMConstants-
grid represents a computation sequence. We can, however, de3ne (De3nition 12) a set
of grid-patterns PT such that a TMConstants-grid g represents a computation sequence
of the Turing machine T iO none of the patterns of PT matches g.
In the following, TMConstants-grids will simply be called grids, and TMConstants-
grid-terms will be called grid-terms.
Denition 12 (PT ). The set PT is the set of patterns given in Fig. 4. Here cl; dl denote
arbitrary members of LeftChars, cr; dr; er are arbitrary members of RightChars, p; q
are arbitrary members of States, and x; y; z denote arbitrary members of TMConstants.
Note that PT is a 3nite set of patterns since TMConstants is 3nite.
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such that x 
= cl x ycr dr such that y 
=dr
For every (q; d) which is not a left-hand side of any rule in I
x y
q dr
For every transition (q; d) → (p; e; L) in I
x y z
cl q dr
such that x 
=p
or y 
= cr or z 
= er
For every transition (q; d) → (p; e; 0) in I
x y z
cl q dr
such that x 
= cl x yq dr such that x 
=p or y 
= er
For every transition (q; d) → (p; e; R) in I
x y z
cl q dr
such that x 
= cl x yq dr such that x 
= el or y 
=p
Fig. 4. The set PT of patterns.
Lemma 13. Let g be a grid whose 9rst row is of the form qsw r r for some w∈{ar; br}∗.
Hence g represents a partial computation of the Turing machine T on the input w if
and only if none of the patterns of PT matches g.
Proof. If g is a grid representing a computation sequence then obviously none of the
patterns of PT applies.
Let g be a grid with the 3rst row qsw r r such that none of the patterns of PT
applies. One can show by induction that every row is obtained from its predecessor
by a computation step of the Turing machine. In the induction, we use the invariant
that every instantaneous description ends on r r . This invariant is satis3ed for the
initial tape. If row i satis3es the invariant then we show that row i + 1 (if de3ned),
too, satis3es the invariant and is obtained from row i by one computation step. Let
c=max({j | (i; j)∈Dg}), i.e. c is the last column de3ned for row i:
• By the patterns of PT , the symbols of row i + 1 up to column c are obtained
according to the computation rules of T .
• The symbol r can only be changed to another symbol when it follows a state
symbol. By the invariant this is not the case for the column c of row i, hence
column c of row i + 1 also holds r . By the de3nition of a grid the length of the
rows is strictly growing, and according to the 3rst pattern of PT only the symbol
r can occur on row i + 1 to the right of column c. Hence, the invariant holds for
row i + 1.
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3.4. Turing machine computations and grid-terms
In the preceding sections we have seen that every computation can be coded as
a grid, and that every grid can be coded as a grid-term. Hence grid-terms can be
used to code computations. In Proposition 16, we characterize the set of grid-terms
coding the successful computations of the Turing machine T de3ned at the beginning
of Section 3.3.
Denition 14 (Signature ). The signature  consists of the constants from TMCon-
stants, plus the ternary function symbol f and the constant ⊥.
The set P′T of linear patterns is the translation of the set PT of grid-patterns de3ned
above:
Denition 15 (P′T ). We de3ne P
′
T = {$(p) |p∈PT}.
Proposition 16. A grid-term t on  codes a successful computation of the Turing
machine T on the input w=w1 · · ·wn if and only if:
• the term f(x0; f(x1; : : : f(xn; f(xn+1; f(xn+2;⊥; r); r); wn) : : :); w1); qs) matches t (INIT
(w));
• none of the patterns of P′T matches t (COMPUT.);
• the term f(⊥; x1; qf) matches t (FINAL).
Proof. Any grid-term coding a successful computation of the Turing machine obviously
ful3lls the conditions of the proposition.
Let the grid-term t ful3ll the conditions of the proposition. Let g be the grid such
that $(g)= t. By condition INIT(w) we know that g contains on some row the sequence
qsw r r . Hence we conclude, from Lemma 13 and condition COMPUT. of the proposition
that g encodes a computation of T . By condition FINAL, g contains the accepting state
which must occur in the last row (by the restriction on the form of the Turing machine).
4. Rewriting
4.1. Preliminaries
A 3nitely terminating rewrite system is said Noetherian. A rewrite system is said
ultra-shallow, respectively, linear if all its rules are ultra-shallow, respectively, linear.
A rewrite rule l → r is said ultra-shallow, respectively, linear, if both l and r are
ultra-shallow, respectively, linear. A term t is ultra-shallow if all its variables occur at
depth one (hence there is no collapsing rule of the form l→ x where x is a variable in
a ultra-shallow rewrite system). A term t is linear if it does not contain any multiple
variable occurrences. An erasing rule rewrites a term into a smaller term w.r.t. the
number of nodes. Finally, a rule of the form f(x1; : : : ; xp) → g(x1; : : : ; xp) or a → b is
called a relabeling.
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Denition 17. The 3rst-order language of one-step rewriting consists of one binary
predicate symbol →. For a given signature 	 and 	-rewrite system R, the structure
A	;R associated with this theory is de3ned as follows: its universe is the set T (	),
and if s and t are ground terms, then t → R s holds in A	;R (A	;R |= t → R s) if and
only if t rewrites to s in one rewriting step of R.
The 3rst-order theory of one-step rewriting of 	 and R is the set of 3rst-order
formulae over the language of one-step rewriting that are valid in A	;R.
Note that the formulae of the language on one-step rewriting do not contain the
equality predicate.
In the following, we will de3ne a rewrite system with rules and rule schemes num-
bered by integers. For convenience, we will write for instance “Rule (6)” for “a rule
of the rule scheme (6)” and we will employ the following abbreviations in formulae:
x → 1 y for x → y;
x → n+1 y for ∃z (x → z ∧ z → n y):
In proofs, we use the following notations:
t→
p
t′ if t → t′ by applying a rewrite rule at position p in t;
t r→ t′ if t → t′ by applying the rewrite rule r;
t r→
p
t′ if t → t′ by applying the rule r at position p in t;
t 9 t′ if ¬(t → t′):
The set of leaf positions of a term t is denoted by LPos(t), and its set of non-leaf
positions by IPos(t). Note that Pos(t)=LPos(t)∪IPos(t).
4.2. The undecidability proof
Theorem 18. The ∃∗∀∗-fragment of one-step rewriting is undecidable for any linear;
ultra-shallow; Noetherian and strongly con@uent rewrite system. That is there exists
a linear; ultra-shallow; Noetherian and strongly con@uent rewrite system for which
the ∃∗∀∗-fragment of one-step rewriting is undecidable.
This theorem states that there exists a term rewriting system such that there is no
algorithm which decides the satis3ability of any formula of the corresponding ∃∗∀∗-
fragment of one-step rewriting. To state that, we need to consider a Universal Turing
machine and the associated undecidability result recalled in Section 3. In contrast, most
of the previous works, except [33] prove a weaker result of the form
“There is no algorithm which decides any formula of the : : : -fragment of one-step
rewriting with a : : : term rewriting system”. See [33] for further comments on that. We
3rst give the idea of the proof.
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Fig. 5. A triangle of length l.
Sketch of proof. We consider the Universal Turing machine U de3ned in Section 3.
We de3ne a structure A	P;RP (De3nitions 20 and 21) and for every natural number
m a formula haltsm such that A	P;RP |= haltsm if and only if there is a successful
computation of U starting with the tape consisting of 2m-times the symbol a:
haltsm :=∃x (grid(x)∧ initm(x)∧ trans(x)∧ 9nal(x));
where
• grid(x) states that a term is a -grid-term, where  is the set of constants of U ;
• initm(x) states that a term satis3es the initial condition (Condition INIT(w) of Propo-
sition 16 with input consisting of 2m-times the symbol a).
• trans(x) states that none of the patterns of P′T matches a term (Conditions COMPUT.
of Proposition 16).
• 9nal(x) states that a term satis3es the 3nal condition (Conditions FINAL of Proposi-
tion 16).
These formulae rely on a construction which excludes and imposes occurrence of pat-
terns (e.g. patterns in P′T ). Let {&1; : : : ; &n} be a set of patterns. The technical part
of the proof is contained in the de3nition of a formula match[&i](x) (De3nition 31)
which states that a pattern &i matches a term x. To this aim, we identify a pattern in
a term using a sequence of rewritings called a triangle.
A triangle of length l is composed of l + 1 terms t; t1; : : : ; tl of T	P , satisfying
the property described on Fig. 5. With the rewrite system we consider, the negations
tj 9 tj+2 occurring in the de3nition of a triangle, 16j6l− 2, express that the rewrite
chain from t1 to tl cannot be reduced.
The trick in the construction of match[&i](x) is to associate with a pattern &i a
triangle of length i + 3 in such a way that
one can build a triangle of length i + 3 from x using the rewrite system RP if
and only if &i matches x.
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We “express” patterns with triangles of length greater than or equal to four, because
a triangle of length 3 is used to check the purity of terms.
Denition 19 (Purity). A term t is said pure if and only if t ∈T.
The idea of the proof being given, we 3rst de3ne the signatures 	; 	P and the
rewrite system RP . In Example 22, one gives an example of use of Rules (1)–(5) of
RP , and in Example 23 an example of 	; 	P and RP . Finally in Lemma 24, we prove
that RP is linear, ultra-shallow and Noetherian.
Denition 20 (Signatures 	; 	P). The signature 	 is the extension of  by two
ternary symbols u and r, one unary symbol w and four constants A; B; C; D. Let
P= {&1; : : : ; &n} be a set of terms of T	(X). The signature 	P is de3ned as follows:
	P :=	
∪{c&; o=0 | &∈P; o∈IPos(&)}
∪ {ei; j=0 | 16i6n; 16j6i + 3}
∪ {f=3; f˜=3; u˜=3; r˜=3; w˜=1}:
Denition 21 (Rewrite system RP). The rewrite system RP consists of the following
rules:
• Rules (1)–(5) are used to check whether the code of the initial con3guration matches
a term (Condition INIT(w) of Proposition 16):
{f(x; y; z)→f(x; y; z)}; (1)
{f(x;⊥; r)→A}; (2)
{f(x; A; r)→B}; (3)
{f(x; B; ar)→C;f(x; C; ar)→B}; (4)
{f(x; B; qs)→D}: (5)
• Rules (6)–(8) are used to check that a term satis3es characteristic equalities of
grid-terms (Condition EQUALITY of De3nition 2):
{f(x; y; z)→ u(x; y; z); f(x; y; z)→ r(x; y; z)}; (6)
{u(x; y; z)→w(x)}; (7)
{r(x; y; z)→w(y)}: (8)
• Rules (9)–(11) construct a triangle of length 3 in order to check (non-)purity of
terms:
{ar→ br; br→ r ; ar→ r}; (9)
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Fig. 6. How to use RP to check whether a pattern matches a term.
{→ ar; → br; → r|∈	P\; arity()= 0}; (10)
{2(x1; : : : ; xp)→ ar; 2(x1; : : : ; xp)→ br; 2(x1; : : : ; xp)→ r| 2∈	P\;
arity(2)=p;p ¿ 0}: (11)
• Rules (12)–(13) reduce a pattern (Fig. 6(a)) to a special constant:
{h(x1; : : : ; xp)→ h˜(x1; : : : ; xp)|h=f; r; u or w}; (12)
{h˜(d&;o1; : : : ; d&; op)→ c&; o | &∈P; o∈IPos(&); head(&|o)= h; arity(h)=p}; (13)
where for any &∈P and o∈Pos(&); d&; o := &|o if o∈LPos(&), and d&;o := c&; o if
o∈IPos(&).
• Rules (14)–(16) construct a triangle (Fig. 6(b)) in order to identify a pattern
{c&i; → ei; j | 16i6n; 16j6i + 3}; (14)
{ei; j→ ei; j+1 | 16i6n; 16j6i + 2}; (15)
{ei;1→ ei; i+3 | 16i6n}: (16)
Let us remark that
• The rewrite system RP consists of relabelings ((1), (6), (9), (10), (12), (14)–(16))
and of erasing rules ((2), (3)–(5), (7), (8), (11), (13)). A schema of the relabelings
of RP is given in Fig. 7.
• Only rules (1), (6), (9) and (12) apply to a pure term. In particular, no erasing rule
applies to a pure term.
• Every term of T	P except al; bl; q1; : : : ; qk reduces by RP to r .
• For every terms t1 and t2, if t1 p−→ t2 then t1(p) 
= t2(p).
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Fig. 7. Schema of the relabeling rules.
Example 22. Let m be an integer, t0; : : : ; t2m+2 be terms of T; S be a context of
T(X) and t be the term
S[f(t0; f(t1; : : : f(t2m; f(t2m+1; f(t2m+2;⊥; r); r); ar) : : :); ar); qs)];
containing 2m occurrences of the symbol ar . One can do the following rewritings:
S[f(t0; f(t1; : : : f(t2m; f(t2m+1; f(t2m+2;⊥; r); r); ar) : : :); ar); qs)]
↓ (1)
S[f(t0; f(t1; : : : f(t2m; f(t2m+1; f(t2m+2;⊥; r); r); ar) : : :); ar); qs)]
↓ (2)
S[f(t0; f(t1; : : : f(t2m; f(t2m+1; A; r); ar) : : :); ar); qs)]
↓ (3)
S[f(t0; f(t1; : : : f(t2m; B; ar) : : :); ar); qs)]
↓ (4)
S[f(t0; f(t1; : : : f(t2m−1; C; ar) : : :); ar); qs)]
↓ (4)








Example 23. If &1 =f(x; f(y; z; ar); ) and P= {&1}, then
	P :=	
∪{c&1;  =0; c&1; 2 =0}
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∪{e1;1=0; e1;2=0; e1;3=0; e1;4=0}
∪ {f=3; f˜=3; u˜=3; r˜=3; w˜=1}
and Rules (13)–(16) are the following:
{f˜(y; z; ar)→ c&1; 2 ; f˜(x; c&1; 2 ; )→ c&1; }; (13)
{c&1 ; → e1;1; c&1 ; → e1;2; c&1 ; → e1;3; c&1 ; → e1;4}; (14)
{e1;1→ e1;2; e1;2→ e1;3; e1;3→ e1;4}; (15)
{e1;1→ e1;4}: (16)
For all terms t1; t2; t3 ∈T, we can write the following derivations:
f(t1; f(t2; t3; ar); )
(12)∗−→ f˜(t1; f˜(t2; t3; ar); ) (13)
∗
−→f(t1; c&1; 2 ; )
(13)∗−→ c&1;  and
Lemma 24. The rewrite system RP is linear; ultra-shallow; Noetherian and strongly
con@uent.
Proof. The rewrite system RP is obviously linear and ultra-shallow. We prove that RP
is Noetherian with a lexicographic path ordering over the set of terms T	P de3ned from
the ordering  over 	P:
∀∈{A; B; C; D}; f  
f  f  u  r  w;
∀∈	P\;   ar  br  r ;
∀h∈{f; u; r; w};∀&∈P;∀o∈IPos(&); h  h˜  c&; o;
∀i∈{1; : : : ; n}; c&i ;   ei;1  ei;2  · · ·  ei; l+i :
Let lpo be the lexicographic path order on T	P induced by . For any rule l→ r of
the rewrite system RP , we can prove that llpo r. We deduce that the rewrite system
RP is Noetherian.
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Fig. 8. Four technical properties on RP .
Finally we can prove that RP is strongly con6uent since all its critical pairs are
joignable in one rewrite step. In fact for each critical pair 〈s; t〉, s→ r and t→ r
since s; t ∈T	P\{al; bl; q1; : : : ; qk}.
We now give four technical properties of the rewrite system RP (Propositions 25–28).
These properties are used in the proof of Theorem 18.
Proposition 25. Let t; t1; t2 ∈T	P satisfy the property described on Fig. 8(a). If
t
(r)−→ t2 and r is a relabeling then p1 =p2 =p3 and only relabelings are used in
the diagram.
Proof. Since r is a relabeling and RP contains only erasing rules and relabelings, the
number of nodes of t, t1, and t2 are equal. Hence, only relabelings are used in rewritings
of Fig. 8(a).
Moreover if p1 
=p3 then t and t2 diOer at two distinct positions, hence t 9 t2 by a
relabeling of RP . Similarly t1 9 t2 if p1 
=p2 since in this case t1 and t2 diOer at two
distinct positions. We deduce that p1 =p2 =p3.
Proposition 26. Let t; t1; t2 ∈T (	P) satisfy the property described in Fig. 8(a) and
such that at least one erasing rule is applied in the rewritings. Therefore t→ t2 by
an erasing rule and p2 E p1.
Proof. Let us consider t; t1; t2 ∈T (	P) satisfying the property described in Fig. 8(a)
and such that at least one erasing rule is applied in the rewritings. According to the
number of positions of t and t2, we can prove that t→ t2 by an erasing rule.
Let us now prove that p2 E p1. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: p1 and p2 are parallel. Therefore t1 and t2 diOer in two incomparable





p3Cp1 and p3Cp2⇒ t1(p3)= t2(p3):
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Therefore we obtain a contradiction.
Case 2: p1Cp2. For all positions p such that p and p1 are parallel or pCp1,
we have t1(p)= t2(p). Moreover, t1(p1) 
= t2(p1) since t2(p1)= t(p1) and t−→
p1
t1.
We deduce that p3 =p1 according to the rules of RP . Therefore there exist two rules
l1 → r1 and l2 → r2 of RP such that
t l1→r1−→ t1 l2→r2−→ t2
with head(r1)= head(l2) et head(r2)= head(l1). But there aren’t such rules in RP
hence p1Cp2 is impossible.
Hence p2 E p1 must hold.
Proposition 27. Let t; t1; t2 ∈T (	P) satisfy the property described in Fig. 8(a). If
t→ t2 by rule (7) or (8); then the rewriting t→ t1 is done on a position erased by the
rewriting t→ t2. That is; if t (7)−→ t2 (respectively; t (8)−→ t2); then there exists  equal
to 2 or 3 (respectively; 1 or 3); and p such that p1 =p2p.
Proof. Let us consider t; t1; t2 ∈T (	P) satisfying the property described in Fig. 8(a)
and let us suppose that t
(7)−→ t2. There exist s1; s2; s3 ∈T	P such that t|p2 = u(s1; s2; s3).
Rule (7) is erasing hence p2 E p1. Let us 3rst suppose that p2 =p1. Therefore
t(p1)= u. Let us denote by r1 the rule such that t
r1−→
p1
t1, Therefore either r1 = (7),
or r1 = (11), or r1 = (12). In the 3rst case, t1 = t2. In the second case, the number of
positions of t1 is strictly smaller than the number of positions of t2. And in the last
case, t1|p1 = u˜(s1; s2; s3) and t2|p1 =w(s1). In all three cases t1 9 t2. We deduce that
p2Cp1.
There exists ∈{1; 2; 3} and p such that p1 =p2p. Let us suppose that =1.
Therefore there exists s′1 ∈T	P , s′1 
= s1 such that t1|p2 = u(s′1; s2; s3). We deduce that
t1 9 t2 since t2|p2 =w(s1). Finally =2 or 3. The proof for rule (8) is
analogous.
Proposition 28. For all t; t1; t2; t3 ∈T (	P) satisfying the property described in
Fig. 8(b); no erasing rule is applied in the diAerent rewritings.
Proof. Let t; t1; t2; t3 ∈T (	P) satisfying the property described on Fig. 8(b). Let us
consider that ∀i∈{1; 2; 3}, t ri−→
pi
ti.
Let us suppose that an erasing rule is applied. According to Propositions 25 and
26, r3 is an erasing rule and p3 E p2 E p1. Hence r3 is one of the following rules:
(2)–(5), (7), (8), (11) or (13).
We distinguish the cases where r3 is rule (2), rule (3), rule (7) and rule (11) in
order to prove that either t1→ t3, or there is no term t2 such that t1→ t2→ t3. The case
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where r3 is rule (4) or (5) is similar to the case of rule (3), and the case where r3 is
rule (8), respectively, rule (13), is similar to the case of rule (7), respectively, (11).
Case where r3 is rule (2). There exists s∈T	P such that t|p3 =f(s;⊥; r) and
t3|p3 =A.
If p3Cp1, then t1
(2)−→
p3






t1. Hence there is
no term t2 such that t1→ t2→ t3.
Case where r3 is rule (3). There exists s∈T	P such that t|p3 =f(s; A; r) and
t3|p3 =B.
If p3Cp1, then either ∃s′ ∈T	P such that t1|p3 =f(s′; A; r), or ∃∈{ar; br; r} such
that t1|p3 =f(s; ; r). In the 3rst case, t1
(3)−→
p3
t3 and in the second case, @t2 such that
t1→ t2→ t3.






t1. Hence t1→ t2→ t3 is impossible.
Case where r3 is rule (7). According to Proposition 27, there exists  equal to 2 or
3 and p such that p2 =p3p. Hence t1
(7)−→
p3
t3 since p2 E p1.
Case where r3 is rule (11). There exists 2∈	P\, s1; : : : ; sp ∈T	P (p arity of 2)
and c∈{ar; br; r} such that t|p3 = 2(s1; : : : ; sp) and t3|p3 = c.
If p3Cp1, then t1
(11)−→
p3
t3. If p3 =p1, then since t1 9 t3, t1(p3) belongs to  oth-
erwise t1−→
p3
t3 by the rule 10 or 11. Hence t
(11)−→
p3
t1. Therefore t1(p3) and t3(p3)
belong to {ar; br; r}. Since t1→ t2→ t3, we deduce that t1(p3)= ar , t2(p3)= br and




In all cases, either t1→ t3 or there is no term t2 such that t1→ t2→ t3 which contra-
dicts hypothesis of Fig. 8(b). We deduce that no erasing rule is applied in the rewriting
of Fig. 8(b).
Let us now de3ne the formula impure(x) (De3nition 29) and prove that a term t sat-
is3es Condition PURITY of De3nition 2 if and only if A	P;RP |=¬impure(t) (Lemma 30).
Denition 29 (impure(x)).
Lemma 30. For every t ∈T	P :A	P;RP |=¬impure(t) if and only if t is pure.
Proof. The ⇒ direction is obvious since for every t ∈T	P , if t =∈T then A	P;RP |=
impure(t) according to rules (10) and (11). We only prove the direction ⇐.
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Let t be a term of T. Let us suppose that there exist t1; t2; t3 ∈T	P satisfying:
Erasing rules do not apply to t since t is a pure term. Hence, according to Propo-
sition 25, p1 =p2 =p3 and there exist a context C, symbols ∈, 2; 5; 6∈	P , all of
the same arity p, and terms s1; : : : ; sp ∈T such that
t=C((s1; : : : ; sp)); t1 = C(2(s1; : : : ; sp));
t2 =C(5(s1; : : : ; sp)); t3 =C(6(s1; : : : ; sp)):
Moreover only rules (1), (6), (9) and (12) apply to t since t is pure. Therefore symbols
2; 5; 6 belong to the set {u; r; br; r ; f; f˜}. Hence by inspection of the rewriting rules,
t1→ t2→ t3 is impossible which contradicts the hypothesis.
Let us now de3ne the formula match[&](x) (De3nition 31) and prove that a pattern
& matches a term t if and only if A	P;RP |=match[&](t) (Lemma 33).
Denition 31 (match[&](x)). For every i, 16i6n, let ki be the cardinality of
IPos(&i) and
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Fig. 9.
The 3rst part of the formula x→ 2kiy reduces a pattern &i to a constant c&i; . The
second part forms a triangle used to identify via its length the matching pattern.
Remark 32. If ki =0, then x=y.
Lemma 33. For every i∈{1; : : : ; n} and t ∈T	:
A	P;RP |=match[&i](t) if and only if &i matches t:
Proof. Let i∈{1; : : : ; n} and t ∈T	. Let us suppose that &i matches t. Therefore there
exists a linear term C of T	(X) and m terms t1; : : : ; tm of T	 such that t=C[&i[t1; : : : ;
tm]].
∀o∈IPos(&i) such that head(&i|o)= h and h∈	p, we have h(d&i; o1; : : : ; d&i;op)
(12)−→ h˜(d&i; o1; : : : ; d&i;op)
(13)−→ c&i; o since p¿0. We deduce t→ 2kiC[c&i; ] and A	P;RP |=
match[&i](t).
Let us now suppose that A	P;RP |=match[&i](t). According to De3nition 31, there ex-
ist t′; t1; : : : ; ti+3 ∈T	P such that t→ 2ki t′ and t′; t1; : : : ; ti+3 satisfy the property described
in Fig. 9.
First let us prove that c&i;  occurs in t
′. For all j, 16j6i + 3, let us suppose that
t′→ tj at position pj in t. According to Proposition 28 no erasing rules is applied and
according to Proposition 25, all positions pj are equal to a position denoted p. Thus
only relabelings are done along the sequence depicted in Fig. 9 that is only rules (1),
(6), (9), (10), (12), (14)–(16) are used in these rewritings. Let  be the symbol at
position p in t′. Let us remark that
• Rules (1), (6) and (12) are the only rules which can be applied at a non-leaf
position. Therefore for all j, 16j6i+3, tj(p)∈{f; f˜; u; r; u˜; r˜}. We deduce that it
is impossible to construct a triangle if p is a non-leaf position.
• If ∈, then only rule (9) is applied and gives triangles of length at most 3.
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• A triangle with at least one application of rule (10) can be reduced using rule (9)
or (10). This contradicts the formula
∧
16j6i+1 tj 9 tj+2.
In fact, let us suppose rule (10) is applied. Let k be the index of the term tj obtained
by the 3rst application of this rule. Therefore tk |p ∈{ar; br; r}.




tk+2 and tk →
tk+1→ tk+2. Hence tk |p= ar; tk+1|p= br and tk+2|p= r . Finally tk (9)−→
p
tk+2.
• If k¿2, then according to the previous points, t′→ tk−2 by application of the rule
(14), (15) or (16). Therefore there exists l∈{1; : : : ; n} and m∈{1; : : : ; l+ 3} such




◦ Since RP is Noetherian, all tj are pairwise diOerent. Moreover, among the rules
(14)–(16), only rule (14) can be applied to t′ in order to lead to more than two
diOerent terms.
Consequently, one of the symbols {c&j;  | 16j6n} occurs in t′ and t′ is rewritten i+3
times using rule (14). Moreover, each one of the tj’s is rewritten using rules (15)
and (16) since tj→ tj+1. Clearly t1 (16)−→ ti+3. Consequently for each j, ei; j occurs in tj
and c&i;  occurs in t
′.
It remains to prove that if t→ 2ki t′ and c&i;  occurs in t′, then &i matches t. Since
t ∈T	, the only possibility to obtain one occurrence of c&i;  in t′ is to use ki applications
of both rules (12) and (13). Finally & matches t if A	P;RP |=match[&](t).
Let us now de3ne the formula equal(x) (De3nition 34) and prove that any pure
term t satis3es Condition EQUALITY of De3nition 2 if and only if A	P;RP |= equal(t).
Denition 34 (equal(x)).
equal(x) := ∀y; z; z′; s; s′; y′
(x→ 2y∧match[f(r(x1; x2; x3); u(x4; x5; x6); x7)](y)
∧y→ z ∧match[u(r(x1; x2; x3); u(x4; x5; x6); x7)](z)
∧ z→ s∧match[u(w(x1); u(x2; x3; x4); x5)](s)
∧ s→y′ ∧match[w(w(x1))](y′)
∧y→ z′ ∧match[r(r(x1; x2; x3); u(x4; x5; x6); x7](z′)
∧ z′→ s′ ∧match[r(r(x1; x2; x3); w(x4); x5)](s′)) ⇒ s′→y′
Lemma 35. For every t ∈T	P :
A	P;RP |=¬impure(t)∧ equal(t)
if and only if
t is pure and satis9es Condition EQUALITY of De9nition 2:
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Proof. Let us consider the ⇒ direction (the other direction being straightforward). Let
t be a term of T	P such that A	P;RP |=¬impure(t)∧ equal(t). According to Lemma 30,
t is pure.
Let us now suppose there exists t1; : : : ; t7 ∈T such that f(f(s1; s2; s3); f(s4; s5; s6);
s7) is a subterm of t. Therefore there exists a context C such that
t=C(f(f(s1; s2; s3); f(s4; s5; s6); s7)):
We have the following properties:
t
(6)−→ (6)−→ t1 ∧match[f(r(x1; x2; x3); u(x4; x5; x6); x7)](t1)
with t1 =C[f(r(s1; s2; s3); u(s4; s5; s6); s7)];
t1
(6)−→ t2 ∧match[u(r(x1; x2; x3); u(x4; x5; x6); x7)](t2)
with t2 =C[u(r(s1; s2; s3); u(s4; s5; s6); s7)];
t2
(8)−→ t3 ∧match[u(w(x2); u(x2; x3; x4); x5)](t3)





(6)−→ t5 ∧match[r(r(x1; x2; x3); u(x4; x5; x6); x7)](t5)
with t5 =C[r(r(s1; s2; s3); u(s4; s5; s6); s7)];
t5
(7)−→ t6 ∧match[r(r(x1; x2; x3); w(x4); x5)](t6)
with t6 =C[r(r(s1; s2; s3); w(s4); s7)]:
Since A	P;RP |= equal(t), we deduce that t6→ t4. The only rule one can apply is rule
(8). Hence t4 =C(w(w(s2)))=C(w(w(s4))) and s2 = s4. Hence, t satis3es Condition
EQUALITY of De3nition 2.
Let us now de3ne the formula grid(x) (De3nition 36) and prove that a term is a
-grid-term if and only if A	P′ ; RP′ |= grid(t) where P′ is the set of patterns occurring






(¬match[f(h; x1; x2)](x) ∧ ¬match[f(x1; h; x2)](x))
(R-EDGES1&2)
∧ (¬match[f(x1; x2;⊥)](x) ∧ ¬match[f(x1; x2; f(x3; x4; x5))](x))





¬match[f(f(x1; h; x2); x3; x4)](x) (R-SHAPE1)
∧ ∧
h∈0
¬match[f(h; f(f(x1; x2; x3); x4; x5); x6)](x) (R-SHAPE2):
Note that grid(x) is a ∀∗ formula since each occurrence of a match-formula is negated
and since impure is negated.
Lemma 37. Let 	P′ ⊇	 and RP′ ⊇R be constructed according to De9nitions 20 and
21; where P′ contains all the patterns mentioned in De9nition 36. Therefore a term
t ∈T (	P′) is a -grid-term if and only if A	P′ ; RP′ |= grid(t).
Proof. The correspondence between conditions of De3nition 2 and formulae of
De3nition 36 is obvious.
Let us now de3ne for every natural number m the formula initm which is used to
check that a term satis3es Condition INIT(w) of Proposition 16 with input w consisting
of 2m-times the symbol a.
Denition 38 (initm(x)). For every natural number m; let
initm(x) := ∃y1; y2; z1; : : : ; z2m+1; s
x→y1 ∧match[ Xf(x1;⊥; r)](y1)
∧y1→y2 ∧match[A](y2) ∧y2→ z1 ∧match[B](z1)
∧ z1→ z2 ∧match[C](z2) ∧ z2→ z3 ∧match[B](z3)
· · ·
∧ z2m−1→ z2m ∧match[C](z2m) ∧ z2m→ z2m+1 ∧match[B](z2m+1)
∧ z2m+1→ s ∧match[D](s):
Note that for every natural number m, initm(x) is a ∃∗ formula since each occurrence
of a match-formula is positive.
Lemma 39. Let 	P′ ⊇	 and RP′ ⊇R be constructed according to De9nitions 20 and
21; where P′ contains all the patterns mentioned in De9nition 38. For every m∈N;
the pattern
f(x0; f(x1; : : : f(x2m; f(x2m+1; f(x2m+2;⊥; r); r); ar) : : :); ar); qs)
containing 2m occurrences of ar matches a term t ∈T if and only ifA	P′ ; RP′ |=initm(t).
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Proof. Let m∈N and t ∈T such that
t′=f(x0; f(x1; : : : f(x2m; f(x2m+1; f(x2m+2;⊥; r); r); ar) : : :); ar); qs)
matches the term t. Obviously, A	P′ ; RP′ |= initm(t).
Let us now suppose thatA	P′ ; RP′ |= initm(t). There exists t1; t2; s1; : : : ; s2m+1; s′ ∈T (	P)
such that
t→ t1 ∧match[f(x1;⊥; r)](t1)
∧ t1→ t2 ∧match[A](t2) ∧ t2→ s1 ∧match[B](s1)
∧ s1→ s2 ∧match[C](s2) ∧ s2→ s3 ∧match[B](s3)
: : :
∧ s2m−1→ s2m ∧match[C](s2m) ∧ s2m→ s2m+1 ∧match[B](s2m+1)
∧ s2m+1→ s′ ∧match[D](s′):
Only rules 1–5 are involved in these rewritings. One can easily deduce that the pattern
f(x0; f(x1; : : : f(x2m; f(x2m+1; f(x2m+2;⊥; r); r); ar) : : :); ar); qs) matches the term t.
Let us now de3ne the formulae trans and 9nal which checks that a term satis3es
Conditions COMPUT and FINAL of Proposition 16. Afterwards we de3ne for every natural
number m the formula haltsm which codes the halting problem of Turing machine U
with input w consisting of 2m-times the symbol a into a formula of the ∃∗∀∗ fragment.






9nal(x) :=match[f(⊥; x1; qf)](x):
For all m∈N: haltsm :=∃x (grid(x)∧ initm(x)∧ trans(x)∧ 9nal(x)):
Let us recall that P′T denotes the set of linear terms representing the patterns from
Fig. 4.
Proof of Theorem 18. Let 	P ⊇	 and RP ⊇R be constructed according to De3nitions
20 and 21 where P contains all the patterns used in the above constructions. Let t ∈T	P .
We deduce from Lemmas 33–39 that for every natural number m:
A	P;RP |=¬impure(t)∧ initm(t)∧ trans(t)∧ 9nal(t)
if and only if
t is pure and satis3es conditions of Proposition 16
with input w consisting of 2m-times the symbol a:
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Hence according to Lemma 37 and Proposition 16, for every natural number m:
A	P;RP |= grid(t)∧ initm(t)∧ trans(t)∧ 9nal(t)
if and only if
t is a -grid-term coding a successful computation of Turing machine U
on the input consisting of 2m-times the symbol a:
We deduce that given a natural number m, there exists a successful computation of
the Turing machine U starting with tape consisting of 2m-times the symbol a if and
only if A	P;RP |= haltsm. This completes the proof of Theorem 18 since the problem
considered for u is undecidable.
5. Automata
In this section, we consider the blank-halting problem for the class of Turing ma-
chines de3ned in Section 3.3. First we use the undecidability of this problem to show
that the emptiness property for Tra9c-automata is undecidable (Section 5.2). In fact, it
is simple to see that as soon as equality tests between 3rst cousins are available, it is
possible to recognize grid-terms (Lemma 45). Local tests (or forbidden patterns) used
to describe computations can be realized by usual automata (Lemma 47) because of
the linearity of the terms representing patterns. Hence, undecidability simply follows
using the good closure properties of automata.
Next, we consider the recognizability problem. This problem consists in deciding
whether a language of a given class of languages is regular (a language is regular if
it is recognizable by a tree automaton without test). In Section 5.2, we show that this
problem is undecidable for the class of languages recognized by Tra9c-automata.
5.1. Preliminaries
In the sequel we use some properties of regular tree languages. The reader is referred
to [9] for proofs of the next lemma and further reading about tree automata.
Lemma 41. The class of languages recognizable by 9nite tree automata also called
regular tree languages is closed under intersection; union and complement.
Given a linear pattern &; the tree languages {t | & matches t} and {t | & does not
match t} are regular.
Denition 42. A Tra3c-automaton is a 4-tuple A=(′; Qs; F; R); where ′ is a 3nite
ranked alphabet; Qs is a 3nite set of unary letters called states which is disjoint from ;
F ⊆Qs is a set of 3nal states; and R is a 3nite set of transition rules of the following
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form:
where f∈′; q1; : : : ; qn; q∈Qs and x1; : : : ; xn are distinct variables;
where f;f1; : : : ; fn ∈′, q1; : : : ; qn; q∈Qs and x kij ∈X.
Note that rules of the second form may be non-linear, that is the same variable may
occur twice or more often in a left hand side.
Similarly to the case of tree automata, the tree language recognized by a Tra9c-
automaton is the set of terms of T′ which are reduced by the rewrite system R into a
3nal state. More formally, we de3ne the relation → by: ∀t ∈T′∪Qs t → t[u]p if and
only if there exists a transition rule l→ r in R and substitution  from Var(l) into T′
such that (l)= t|p and (r)= u.
Let ∗→ be the re6exive and transitive closure of →. The language recognized by the
Tra9c-automaton A is the set
L(A)= {t ∈T′ | t ∗→ q(t) where q∈F}:
Proposition 43. (i) The class of languages recognized by Tra9c-automata is closed
under union and intersection.
(ii) Languages recognized by tree automata are also recognized by Tra9c-automata.
Proof. (i) By a construction of a product automaton similar to the case of 3nite tree
automata. The proof is straightforward [25].
(ii) It is obvious that 3nite tree automata are also Tra9c-automata.
5.2. The emptiness problem
Theorem 44. The emptiness problem for Tra9c-automata is undecidable.
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We are going to reduce the halting problem for the class of Turing machines de3ned
in Section 3.3 to the emptiness problem in the class of Tra9c-automata.
In fact, given a Turing machine T =(Q; {a; b}; {a; b; }; I; qs; ; {qf}) of this class,
we will build a Tra9c-automaton Ahalts such that L(Ahalts) is the set of terms coding
successful computations of T on the empty input.
In the proof, we 3rst state in Lemma 46 that -grid-terms are recognizable by Tra3c-
automata. Therefore Lemma 47 proves that codes of a successful computation are also
recognizable by Tra3c-automata.
In order to prove the Lemma 46, we 3rst prove the following lemma.
Lemma 45. There exists a Tra9c-automaton Ag such that
L(Ag)= {t ∈T | t satis9es Condition EQUALITY of De9nition 2}:
Proof. Let A=(; {q}; {q}; R) be a Tra9c-automaton and t be a term of T of the
form f(f(t1; t2; t3); f(t4; t5; t6); t7) with t2 
= t4 and ∀i∈{1; : : : ; 7}; ti ∗→ q(ti). Therefore
a rule of A applies to t if:
• Either the rule is of the form
where x; y; z are distinct variables;
• Or the rule is of form
where x2 
=y1 and C is a constant or of the form f(z1; z2; z3)
with x2 
=y1 and C is a constant or of the form f(z1; z2; z3):
Let us now consider Ag=(; {q}; {q}; R) the Tra9c-automaton whose set of rules
contains all possible rules except the two previous forms of rules. Obviously
L(Ag)⊆{t ∈T | t satis3es Condition EQUALITY of De3nition 2}:
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Moreover one can easily prove that every term of T of the f(f(t1; t2; t3); f(t4; t5; t6); t7)
with t2 = t4 is recognized by Ag. Hence
L(Ag)= {t ∈T | t satis3es Condition EQUALITY of De3nition 2}:
Lemma 46. There exists a Tra9c-automaton Agrid such that
L(Agrid)= {t ∈T | t is a -grid-term}:
Proof. All conditions of De3nition 2 except EQUALITY correspond to local tests on
subterms. Hence, the set Lgl of terms satisfying Conditions EDGE-1, EDGE-2, CONSTANTS,
SHAPE-1 and SHAPE-2 of De3nition 2 is (regular and) recognizable by a tree automaton
we denote by Agl. Since every tree automaton is also a Tra9c-automaton and the class
of Tra9c-automata is closed under intersection, there exists a Tra9c-automaton Agrid
such that
L(Agrid)=L(Ag)∩L(Agl)= {t ∈; T | t is a -grid-term}:
Lemma 47. There exists a Tra9c-automaton Ahalts such that
L(Ahalts) = {t ∈T | t is a -grid-term coding a successful
computation of the Turing machine T on the empty input}:
Proof. Since each term p of P′T is linear, the set {t ∈T |p matches t} is regu-
lar. Moreover the languages {t ∈T |f(x1; f(x2; f(x3;⊥; r); r); qs) matches t} and
{t ∈T |f(⊥; x1; qs) matches t} are also regular. Therefore according to Lemma 41
there exists tree automata Ainit ; Atrans and Afinal such that
L(Ainit)= {t ∈T | t satis3es Conditions INIT(w) of Proposition 16 with w= };
L(Atrans)= {t ∈T | t satis3es Condition COMPUT. of Proposition 16};
L(Afinal)= {t ∈T | t satis3es Condition FINAL of Proposition 16}:
We deduce from Propositions 43 and 16 that there exists a Tra9c-automaton Ahalts
such that:
L(Ahalts) = L(Agrid)∩L(Ainit)∩L(Atrans)∩L(Afinal)
= {t ∈T | t is a -grid-term coding a successful computation
of T on the empty input}:
The Turing machine T halts on the empty input if and only if L(Ahalts) 
= ∅ which
ends the proof of Theorem 44.
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5.3. The recognizability problem




This question is not obvious to decide. In the case of classes of languages recognized
by automata with tests it consists in deciding whether the tests are necessary to de3ne
a language. In [2], the recognizability problem is shown decidable for the class of
languages recognized by automata with tests between brothers [3]. In this section, we
use the proof of Theorem 44 to show that the recognizability problem is undecidable
as soon as equality tests between cousins are allowed.
Theorem 48. The recognizability problem is undecidable for the class of languages
recognized by Tra9c-automata.
Let T be a Turing machine of the class MT of Turing machines de3ned in
Section 3 and Ahalts= {;Qs; F; R} be the Tra9c-automaton recognizing the set of
-grid-terms coding successful computations of T on the empty input (Lemma 47).
Let g and h be two new symbols, respectively of arity 1 and 2, and let qt and qf
two new states. We de3ne a new Tra9c-automaton A= {∪{g; h}; Qs ∪{qt ; qf}; {qf};
R∪R′} where R′ is
g(q(x))→ qt(g(x)); ∀q∈F;
g(qt(x))→ qt(g(x));
h(qt(g(x)); qt(g(x)))→ qf(h(g(x); g(x))):
Lemma 49. The Turing machine T halts on the empty input if and only if L(A) is
not regular.
Proof. If T halts on the empty input, the language
L(A; qt) = {t ∈T | t ∗→ qt(t)}
= {h(gn(t′); gn(t′)) | n∈N; n 
=0; t′ ∈L(Ahalts)}
is in3nite. This language is obviously non regular, therefore L(A)=L(A; qf) is non
regular.
But if T does not halt on the empty input, L(A; qt) is empty, then L(A) is
regular.
Since the blank-halting problem is undecidable for Turing machine, we deduce
Theorem 48 from the previous lemma.
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6. First-order theory of set constraints
Let 	 be a signature and X be a set of variables. A set expression is a term
of T	∪{∪;∩;C}(X) where the arity of symbols ∪;∩;C is, respectively, 2, 2, 1. A set
constraint is an expression exp1 ⊆ exp2 where exp1 and exp2 are set expressions.
The 3rst-order theory of set constraints is the set of 3rst-order formulae whose
atomic formulae are set constraints. The structure TSC(	) associated with this theory
is de3ned as follows: its universe is the set 2T (	), the symbols ∪;∩;C are interpreted
by their usual meaning, and if S and T are two elements of 2T (	), then S ⊆T holds
in TSC(	) (TSC(	) |= S ⊆T ) if and only if S is a subset of T .
The 3rst-order theory of set constraints is undecidable because of the undecidability
of the monadic theory of 3nitely generated free algebra [27]. (One can obviously
de3ne a formula which states that a set is a singleton set). The existential fragment is
decidable [13, 8, 1] and algorithms based on tree automata have been presented [13].
We pursue these studies and we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 50. The satis9ability problem of the ∃∗∀∗-fragment of 9rst-order theory of
set constraints where only the union (∪) occurs is undecidable.
We consider the blank-halting problem for the class of Turing machines de3ned in
Section 3.3. Let T =(Q; {a; b}; {a; b; }; I; qs; ; {qf}) be a Turing machine of this class.
First we prove Lemma 56 which states that there exists a formula grid(X ) in the
∃∗∀∗-fragment of 3rst-order theory of set constraints such that grid(X ) is satis3able
if and only if X denotes a singleton set containing a -grid-term. Next, following
the construction of Section 5, in De3nition 59 we de3ne a formula halts which is
satis3able if and only if the machine T halts on the empty input.
For the sake of brevity, we de3ne the following formulae:
empty(X ) :=X ⊆ ar ∧X ⊆ br;
disjoint(X; Y ) :=∀Z (Z ⊆X ∧Z ⊆Y )⇒ empty(Z);
sing(X ) :=¬ empty(X )∧ (∀Z Z ⊆X ⇒ empty(Z)∨X ⊆Z):
Obviously, for any sets S and T , empty(S) holds if and only if S is empty, sing(S)
holds if and only if S is a singleton and (disjoint(S; T )) holds if and only if S and T
are disjoint.
Denition 51. Let C be the set 0 \ {⊥} and grid(X ) the formula de3ned as follows:
grid(X ) := sing(X )∧ (∃S subterms(X; S)∧ equality(S)∧ shape1(S)∧ shape2(S))






subterms(X; S) := S ⊆f(S; S; C)∪⊥∧X ⊆ S
∧∀S ′ (S ′⊆f(S ′; S ′; C)∪⊥∧X ⊆ S ′)⇒ S ⊆ S ′;




∧f(f(Y1; Y2; Y3); f(Y4; Y5; Y6); Y7)⊆ S
)
⇒Y2 =Y4;
shape1(S) :=∀Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4 ∧ disjoint(f(f(Y1; C; Y2); Y3; Y4); S);
shape2(S) :=∀Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4; Y5; Y6
∧ disjoint(f(C;f(f(Y1; Y2; Y3); Y4; Y5); Y6); S):
Let us remark that grid(X ), when rewritten in prenex form, is a formula in the
∃∗∀∗-fragment of 3rst-order theory of set constraints. Let us prove now that grid(X )
is satis3ed if and only if X denotes a singleton set containing a -grid-term (Lemmas
52–56). The proofs of Lemmas 52–54 are straightforward according to the de3nitions
of formulae.
Lemma 52. Let X; S ∈ 2T . We TSC() |=sing(X )∧ subterms(X; S) if and only if there
exists t ∈T satisfying Conditions EDGE-1; EDGE-2 and CONSTANTS of De9nition 2 such
that X = {t} and S is the set of subterms of t except the constants of 0 \ {⊥}.
Lemma 53. Let S ∈ 2T . We have TSC() |= shape1(S) if and only if each term
f(f(t1; t2; t3); t4; t5)∈ S satis9es Condition SHAPE-1 of De9nition 2.
Lemma 54. Let S ∈ 2T . We have TSC() |= shape2(S) if and only if each term
f(t1; f(f(t2; t3; t4); t5; t6); t7)∈ S satis9es Condition SHAPE-2 of De9nition 2.
Lemma 55. Let S ∈ 2T . We have TSC() |= equality(S) if and only if each term
f(f(t1; t2; t3); f(t4; t5; t6); t7)∈ S satis9es Condition EQUALITY of De9nition 2.
Proof. Let S ∈ 2T and let us suppose TSC() |= equality(S). Therefore ∀t1; : : : ; t7
∈T:
f(f(t1; t2; t3); f(t4; t5; t6); t7)∈ S ⇒
f(f({t1}; {t2}; {t3}); f({t4}; {t5}; {t6}); {t7})⊆ S
⇒ {t2}= {t4}
⇒ t2 = t4:
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Let us now suppose that each term f(f(t1; t2; t3); f(t4; t5; t6); t7)∈ S satis3es Condi-
tion EQUALITY of De3nition 2. Let Y1; : : : ; Y7 be non-empty sets of 2T such that
f(f(Y1; Y2; Y3); f(Y4; Y5; Y6); Y7)⊆ S.
According to Condition EQUALITY, for any t1 ∈Y1; : : : ; t7 ∈Y7, we have t2 = t4 since
f(f(t1; t2; t3); f(t4; t5; t6); t7)∈ S. We deduce that Y2 and Y4 are singletons and Y2 =Y4.
Hence TSC() |= equality(S).
As a corollary to the last four lemmas, we obtain:
Lemma 56. A term t ∈T is a -grid-term if and only if TSC() |= grid({t}).
In the sequel, we will use Proposition 16 and build three formulae denoted by init,
trans and 9nal corresponding to conditions of this proposition (De3nition 59). To do
that, we 3rst need to express by a formula that a pattern & matches a term t. The
formulae match[&](S) will be satis3able only when S contains a ground instance of
the pattern &. If S is the set of all subterms of t, then the formulae match[&](S) will
be satis3able if and only if & matches t.
Denition 57 (match[&](Z)). For each linear term &∈ with n variables, we de3ne
the following formula:
match[&](Z) :=∃X1; : : : ; Xn &[X1; : : : ; Xn]⊆Z ∧¬empty(&[X1; : : : ; Xn]):
Lemma 58. For each linear term &∈ with n variables and for each S ∈ 2T ; TSC()
|= match[&](S) if and only if S contains a ground instance of &.
Proof. Note that it is not necessary to enforce X1; : : : ; Xn to be singleton sets since
we are only interested in satis3ability. The right to left direction is straightforward:
if there exists a ground instance &[t1; : : : ; tn] of &, then take Xi = {ti} and obviously
TSC() |= match[&](S).
To prove the converse, since TSC() |= match[&](S), take n terms ti ∈Xi. Such ti
exists because &[X1; : : : ; Xn] is non-empty. Therefore the ground instance &[t1; : : : ; tn] of
& is in S.
We de3ne now the formulae init, trans and 9nal, and the formula halts which codes
the halting problem of Turing machines on the empty input into a formula of the ∃∗∀∗
fragment of the 3rst-order theory of set constraints.
Denition 59.
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9nal(Z) :=match[f(⊥; x1; qf)](Z);
halts :=∃X sing(X ) ∧ (∃Zsubterms(X; Z) ∧ equality(Z) ∧ shape1(Z)
∧ shape2(Z) ∧ init(Z) ∧ trans(Z) ∧ 9nal(Z)):
Proof. Theorem 50. We deduce from Lemma 58 that for each S ∈ 2T:
• TSC() |= init(S) if and only if the set S contains a ground instance of the term
f(x1; f(x2; f(x3;⊥; r); r); qs) (Conditions INIT(w) of Proposition 16),
• TSC() |= trans(S) if and only if S contains no ground instance of the patterns of
P′T (Condition COMPUT. of Proposition 16),
• TSC() |= 9nal(S) if and only if S contains a ground instance of the term f(⊥; x1;
qf) (Condition FINAL of Proposition 16).
We deduce from these properties, Lemma 56 and Proposition 16 that formula halts
is satis3able if and only if there exists a -grid-term satisfying the conditions of
Proposition 16 with the empty input. Therefore formula halts is satis3able if and only
if there exists a successful computation of Turing machine T starting with the blank
tape.
Moreover one of the prenex forms of formula halts belongs to the fragment ∃∗∀∗.
Therefore we deduce Theorem 50 from the undecidability of the blank-halting problem
for Turing machines.
7. Conclusion
Our reformulation of the grid in the 3nite tree case allows us to prove three unde-
cidability results in three various domains. We think that this reformulation could be
used to prove other undecidability results.
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